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Worship is of immense concern in the church and ironically the source of
controversy and dispute. Can we get behind the question of what style of worship
we should engage in to understand the bedrock foundation for God's
people--honoring him as he desires? Is the dissatisfaction with worship voiced by
so many perhaps a result of our having wandered from biblical teaching on the
subject? Through careful exegesis in both Old and New Testaments, David
Peterson unveils the total life-orientation of worship that is found in Scripture.
Rather than determining for ourselves how we should worship, we, his people,
are called to engage with God on the terms he proposes and in the way he alone
makes possible. This book calls for a radical rethinking of the meaning and
practice of worship, especially by those responsible for leading congregations.
Here is the starting place for recovering the richness of biblical worship.
Beyond sound equipment and music charts, eleven noted worship leaders from
around the United States write about the ministerial part of their work as it relates
to the gospel, mission, disciple-making, liturgy, the Trinity, justice, creativity,
family, and more.
The modern chasm between "secular" work and "sacred" worship has had a
devastating impact on Western Christianity. Drawing on years of research,
ministry, and leadership experience, Kaemingk and Willson explain why Sunday
morning worship and Monday morning work desperately need to inform and
impact one another. Together they engage in a rich biblical, theological, and
historical exploration of the deep and life-giving connections between labor and
liturgy. In so doing, Kaemingk and Willson offer new ways in which Christian
communities can live seamless lives of work and worship.
Is your church a rowboat church or a sailboat church? Rowboat churches depend
largely on human effort. In a time of often shrinking budgets and membership,
rowboat churches frantically row harder against a current, often frustrated and
disappointed at their efforts. Sailboat churches, on the other hand, take up the
oars, hoist sales, and rely on the Holy Spirit to guide them. Arguing that churches
should be “sailboats,” author Joan S. Gray encourages readers to shift concern
from the many daily, practical concerns of their local church to consider how new
directions might be found by allowing the Holy Spirit to provide fresh ideas. The
book includes four days of sailing prayers, quotes from Scripture, brief reflection
questions, and an extensive bibliography that is arranged by theme. Perfect for
groups to read together, this book will help leaders reframe their church’s
mission and practice with the Holy Spirit as their guide.
Modern worship leaders are restless. They have inherited a model of leadership
that equates leading worship with being a rock star. But leading worship is more
than a performance, it's about shaping souls and making disciples. Every worship
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leader is really a pastor. The Worship Pastor is a practical and biblical
introduction to this essential pastoral role. Filled with engaging, illustrative stories
it is organized to address questions of theory and practice, striving to balance
conversational accessibility with informed instruction. Part One presents a series
of evocative "vignettes"--intriguing and descriptive titles and metaphors of who a
Worship Pastor is and what he or she does. It shows the Worship Pastor as
Church-Lover, Disciple Maker, Corporate Mystic, and Doxological Philosopher.
Part Two covers specific roles related to ministry within the worship service
itself--the Worship Pastor as Theological Dietician, Caregiver, Mortician,
Emotional Shepherd, War General, Prophetic Guardian, Missional Historian, and
Liturgical Architect. Part Three looks at ministry beyond the worship service--the
Worship Pastor as Visionary Teacher, Evangelist, Artist Chaplain, and Team
Leader. While some worship leaders are eager to embrace their pastoral role,
many are lost and confused or lack the resources of time or money to figure out
what this role looks like. Pastor Zac Hicks gives us a clear guide to leading
worship, one that takes the pastoral call seriously.
The church's worship has always been shaped by its understanding of the
gospel. Here the bestselling author of Christ-Centered Preaching brings biblical
and historical perspective to discussions about worship, demonstrating that the
gospel has shaped key worship traditions and should shape today's worship as
well. This accessible and engaging book provides the church with a Christcentered understanding of worship to help it transcend the
traditional/contemporary worship debate and unite in ministry and mission
priorities. Contemporary believers will learn how to shape their worship based on
Christ's ministry to and through them. The book's insights and practical resources
for worship planning will be useful to pastors, worship leaders, worship planning
committees, missionaries, and worship and ministry students.
Have you ever noticed that conflict is absolutely everywhere? Though we all want
harmony in our relationships and our world, peace seems so hard to come by.
Maybe for you, conflict looks like the latest culture war that relentlessly screams
at you to pick a side, and you're tired of all the fighting. Or perhaps it takes
another shape, like a hot-tempered spouse, rebellious child, passive-aggressive
friend, difficult church member, withdrawn roommate, or angry social media
comment. No matter its form, conflict always finds us. And often, we let it
overtake us. In this short, biblical, and practical book, pastor and author Tony
Merida shows us that it doesn't have to be this way. Merida not only paints a
stunning picture of Christ our Peacemaker, he also shows us how to stop wishing
for peace and go make it. In these pages, Tony will help you: Discover where
conflicts come from Realize conflicts don't have to define you, scare you, or undo
you Stop allowing your relationships simmer in a place of division, anger, or strife
Understand the pattern and power of Christ as the ultimate Peacemaker Tap into
the Spirit's supernatural ability to change you in the midst of your conflicts Learn
how to overcome evil with good Anticipate conflicts and resolve them in biblical,
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Christ-centered ways Stop waiting for peace to "hopefully" come to your
doorstep. Instead, in the power and strength God provides, become a person
who can make the peace you so deeply desire, and watch your relationships
transform.
The bestselling author of Christ-Centered Preaching provides a useful and
accessible resource that traces the history of Christian worship and calls
contemporary congregations to gospel faithfulness.
Old, Mohler, Clowney, Godfrey, Horton, and others write on the Bible and worship,
elements of worship, preparing for worship, and worship, history and culture. "This
book," Phil Ryken writes in the introduction, "is for everyone who loves to worship God."
Insightful and heart-warming, this classic book is written for those who seek to know
God better. It unfolds life-impacting, biblical truths and has been called a "soul-stirring
celebration of the pleasures of knowing God."
This resource redirects the debate over worship styles to the core issue: a biblical
understanding of what corporate worship really is. In three sections, the author
examines elements necessary to genuine worship, the biblical definition and examples
of worship, and practical strategies for planning corporate worship. It also includes a
timeline of the history of corporate worship and a list of resources.
This book, which developed from an understanding of the dialectical relationship
between theology and the church, provides information about the function and domain
of language in the church through an analysis of its creedal statements. The study
begins with an historical investigation of the crisis in linguistic interpretation in the
church and theological community. Subsequently, a philosophical framework is
presented through an investigation of particularly significant aspects of Ludwig
Wittgenstein's later writings. Following a discussion of the alternative readings of
Wittgenstein by theologians, examples are presented for ways in which we can apply
Wittgenstein's linguistic approach to the interpretation of creeds. After distinguishing
optional approaches to the creeds, the book presents an understanding of creedal
statements in light of Wittgenstein. Reclaiming the functional nature of doxological
language within its liturgical context provides a central connection between the
language of the church and the actions of its members.
This book provides fascinating insights into the Old Testament tabernacle and temple,
the priesthood, the sacrifices, and festivals. More than that, it shows how Jesus is the
fulfillment of Old Testament sacred space, sacred acts, sacred persons, and sacred
time. An aid to pastors, teachers, and lay people in teaching and reading the Old
Testament, this work will enrich our understanding of Christ and deepen our worship.
Cancer. Suicide. The death of a child. As much as we wish we could avoid tragedies
like these, eventually they will strike your church community. When they do, pastors
must be ready to offer help by communicating the life-changing message of the gospel
in a way that offers hope, truth, and encouragement during these difficult
circumstances. Those asked to preach in the midst of tragedy know the anxiety of trying
to say appropriate things from God’s Word that will comfort and strengthen God’s
people when emotions and faith are stretched thin. This indispensable resource helps
pastors prepare sermons in the face of tragedies by providing suggestions for how to
approach different kinds of tragedy, as well as insight into how to handle the theological
challenges of human suffering. Each topic provides a specific description of the context
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of the tragedy, the key concerns that need to be addressed in the message, and an
outline of the approach taken in the sample sermon that follows. Topics addressed
include: abortion; abuse; responding to national and community tragedies; the death of
a child; death due to cancer and prolonged sickness; death due to drunk driving; drug
abuse; and suicide. Bryan Chapell, author of Christ-Centered Preaching, has gathered
together messages from some of today’s most trusted Christian leaders including:
John Piper, Tim Keller, Michael Horton, Jack Collins, Dan Doriani, Jerram Barrs, Mike
Khandjian, Robert Rayburn, Wilson Benton, Bob Flayhart, and George Robertson.
Each chapter provides you with the resources you need to communicate the life-giving
hope of the gospel in the midst of tragedy. In addition, the appendices provide further
suggestions of biblical texts for addressing various subjects as well as guidance for
conducting funerals.
Often we read the book of Daniel in one of two ways--either as a book about a heroic
man whose righteousness should inspire us to keep the faith no matter what our
circumstances, or as a roadmap to the end times that can, through careful study,
perhaps tell us the day and hour (or nearly so) of Christ's return. Both, says Bryan
Chapell, are sadly missing the bigger picture, that God is the hero of this story and he is
in the midst of his unrelenting plan to rescue his people from their sin and its
consequences. We mustn't simply make the man Daniel the object of our worship nor
the subject of our debates. We may differ about prophetic details, Chapell says, but we
should never miss the point that the book of Daniel is, like all of Old Testament
Scripture, pointing us toward the grace of God, ultimately revealed in Christ. Pastors,
teachers, and individual Christians studying the book of Daniel will find this volume a
welcome addition to their library.
“God is spirit, and his worshippers must worship in spirit and in truth” (John 4:24). The
Bible tells us that we are to worship the Lord, that we were created for this purpose. But
what is true worship? What does the Bible teach about the right—and the wrong—ways to
worship God? In this book, pastors Brian Croft and Jason Adkins unpack a biblical
theology of worship, discuss the practical matters of planning a worship service, and
offer suggestions and insights on the best way to lead a worship service that honors the
Lord. The Practical Shepherding series of guides provides pastors and ministry leaders
with practical help to do the work of pastoral ministry in a local church. In Gather God’s
People, you will learn how to apply biblical doctrine and spirituality to the practice of
Christian worship.

Depending on whom you ask, the term Christian counseling can mean anything
from secular psychology practiced by a Christian to biblical counseling that
completely shuns psychological insights. Christ-Centered Therapy thoroughly
integrates psychology and practical theology. A book written by experts from both
fields, it utilizes the contributions of science in an uncompromisingly biblical
framework. Here at last is a powerful resource to help you—pastor, counselor, or
spiritual advisor—understand the complex problems of people and address them
with the wisdom of God’s Word and the power of his Spirit. Insightful and
practical, Christ-Centered Therapy unites the wisdom and expertise of pastoral
theologian and best-selling author Dr. Neil Anderson and professional Christian
counselors Dr. Terry and Julianne Zuehlke. The first part of the book equips you
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with an understanding of the different issues involved in integrating theology and
psychology. The second part helps you turn theory into practical application.
You’ll also find appendixes that offer personal testimonies, provide professional
forms, discuss the role of psychiatry in managed care, and present the Steps to
Freedom in Christ.
Nothing is more essential than knowing how to worship the God who created us.
This book focuses readers on the essentials of Godhonoring worship, combining
biblical foundations with practical application in a way that works in the real world.
The auth
Worship in the Joy of the Lord is a curated collection of over 300 quotations on
the deep meaning and purpose of Christian public worship designed to inspire,
challenge, and equip worshipers and worship leaders to be transformed by the
renewing gospel of Jesus Christ.
“What is at stake is authenticity. . . . Sooner or later Christians tire of public
meetings that are profoundly inauthentic, regardless of how well (or poorly)
arranged, directed, performed. We long to meet, corporately, with the living and
majestic God and to offer him the praise that is his due.”—D. A. CarsonWorship is
a hot topic, but the ways that Christians from different traditions view it vary
greatly. What is worship? More important, what does it look like in action, both in
our corporate gatherings and in our daily lives? These concerns—the blending of
principle and practice—are what Worship by the Book addresses.Cutting through
cultural clichés, D. A. Carson, Mark Ashton, Kent Hughes, and Timothy Keller
explore, respectively:· Worship Under the Word· Following in Cranmer’s
Footsteps· Free Church Worship: The Challenge of Freedom· Reformed Worship
in the Global City “This is not a comprehensive theology of worship,” writes
Carson. “Still less is it a sociological analysis of current trends or a minister’s
manual chockfull of ‘how to’ instructions.” Rather, this book offers pastors, other
congregational leaders, and seminary students a thought-provoking biblical
theology of worship, followed by a look at how three very different traditions of
churchmanship might move from this theological base to a better understanding
of corporate worship. Running the gamut from biblical theology to historical
assessment all the way to sample service sheets, Worship by the Book shows
how local churches in diverse traditions can foster corporate worship that is Godhonoring, Word-revering, heartfelt, and historically and culturally informed.
In this complete guide to expository preaching, Bryan Chapell teaches the basics
of preparation, organization, and delivery--the trademarks of great preaching.
This new edition of a bestselling resource, now updated and revised throughout,
shows how Chapell's case for expository preaching reaches twenty-first-century
readers.
“God has appointed preaching in worship as one great means of accomplishing
his ultimate goal in the world.” —John Piper John Piper makes a compelling claim
in these pages about the purpose of preaching: it is intended not merely as an
explanation of the text but also as a means of awakening worship by being
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worship in and of itself. Christian preaching is a God-appointed miracle aiming to
awaken the supernatural seeing, savoring, and showing of the glory of Christ.
Distilling over forty years of experience in preaching and teaching, Piper shows
preachers how and what to communicate from God’s Word, so that God’s
purpose on earth will advance through Biblesaturated, Christ-exalting, Godcentered preaching—in other words, expository exultation.
Is God missing from our worship? Obstacles to true worship are not about
contemporary or traditional music, electronic gadgetry or seeker sensitivity.
Rather it is the habits of mind and heart, conditioned by our surrounding culture,
that hinder our faith in the real presence of the transcendent God among his
people. Sensing a real need for renewal, John Jefferson Davis offers a theology
of worship that uncovers the most fundamental barriers to our vital involvement in
the worship of our holy God. His profound theological analysis leads to fresh and
bracing recommendations that will be especially helpful to all those who lead
worship or want to more fully and deeply encounter the glory and majesty of God.
Christ-Centered WorshipLetting the Gospel Shape Our PracticeBaker Academic
Current discussions about worship are often driven by pragmatics and personal preferences
rather than by the teaching of Scripture. True worship, however, is our response to God's
gracious revelation; in order to be acceptable to God, worship must be experienced on God's
terms. Respected Old Testament scholar Daniel Block examines worship in the Bible, offering
a comprehensive biblical foundation and illuminating Old Testament worship practices and
principles. He develops a theology of worship that is consistent with the teachings of Scripture
and is applicable for the church today. He also introduces readers to a wide range of issues
related to worship. The book, illustrated with diagrams, charts, and pictures, will benefit
professors and students in worship and Bible courses, pastors, and church leaders.
Now in paper! "There is a distinct weariness with market-driven, showbiz worship. The
pendulum has swung to the longing for transcendence, substance, challenge, and biblically
driven worship. Michael Horton shows us the way." --Robert Webber, president, Institute for
Worship Studies; author of Ancient-Future Faith "Horton's enlivening wisdom is surely a
godsend to all evangelicals." --J. I. Packer, Regent College
Nothing is more essential than knowing how to worship the God who created us. This book
focuses readers on the essentials of God-honoring worship, combining biblical foundations
with practical application in a way that works in the real world. The author, a pastor and noted
songwriter, skillfully instructs pastors, musicians, and church leaders so that they can root their
congregational worship in unchanging scriptural principles, not divisive cultural trends. Bob
Kauflin covers a variety of topics such as the devastating effects of worshiping the wrong
things, how to base our worship on God's self-revelation rather than our assumptions, the fuel
of worship, the community of worship, and the ways that eternity's worship should affect our
earthly worship. Appropriate for Christians from varied backgrounds and for various
denominations, this book will bring a vital perspective to what readers think they understand
about praising God.
Is it singing? A church service? All of life? Helping Christians think more theologically about the
nature of true worship, Rhythms of Grace shows how the gospel is all about worship and
worship is all about the gospel. Mike Cosper ultimately answers the question: What is worship?
Sing! has grown from Keith and Kristyn Getty’s passion for congregational singing; it’s been
formed by their traveling and playing and listening and discussing and learning and teaching all
over the world. And in writing it, they have five key aims: • to discover why we sing and the
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overwhelming joy and holy privilege that comes with singing • to consider how singing impacts
our hearts and minds and all of our lives • to cultivate a culture of family singing in our daily
home life • to equip our churches for wholeheartedly singing to the Lord and one another as an
expression of unity • to inspire us to see congregational singing as a radical witness to the
world They have also added a few “bonus tracks” at the end with some more practical
suggestions for different groups who are more deeply involved with church singing. God
intends for this compelling vision of His people singing—a people joyfully joining together in
song with brothers and sisters around the world and around his heavenly throne—to include
you. He wants you,he wants us, to sing.
What happens when a diverse church glorifies the global God? We live in a time of
unprecedented intercultural exchange, where our communities welcome people from around
the world. Music and media from every culture are easily accessible, and our worship is
infused with a rich variety of musical and liturgical influences. But leading worship in
multicultural contexts can be a crosscultural experience for everybody. How do we help our
congregations navigate the journey? Innovative worship leader Sandra Maria Van Opstal is
known for crafting worship that embodies the global, multiethnic body of Christ. Likening
diverse worship to a sumptuous banquet, she shows how worship leaders can set the table
and welcome worshipers from every tribe and tongue. Van Opstal provides biblical foundations
for multiethnic worship, with practical tools and resources for planning services that reflect
God's invitation for all peoples to praise him. When multiethnic worship is done well, the church
models reconciliation and prophetic justice, heralding God's good news for the world. Enter into
the praise of our king, and let the nations rejoice!
What Is the Role of Corporate Worship in the Church? Christians worship God at church every
week, but many don’t know exactly what worship is or why they do it. For some, it’s a warmup for the sermon. For others, it’s a “me-and-Jesus” moment. What is the biblically informed
way to view corporate worship? In this book, Matt Merker shows that corporate worship is the
gathering of God’s people by his grace, for his glory, for their good, and before a watching
world. He offers biblical insights and practical suggestions for making worship what it truly is
meant to be: a foretaste of God’s people worshiping together for eternity in the new creation.
Worship professor and practitioner Constance Cherry shows how to create services that are
faithful to Scripture, historically conscious, relevant to God, Christ-centered, and engaging for
worshipers of all ages in the twenty-first century. More than 150 colleges and seminaries have
used or currently use the first edition as a required text. In this new edition, each chapter has
been substantially updated and revised, including illustrations, key terms, examples,
technological references, and suggested resources for further reading. A new chapter on
global worship and a new appendix on live-streamed worship are included.
Twenty-six liturgies, including historical introductions that provide fresh analysis into their
origins, are invaluable tools for pastors and worship leaders as they seek to craft public
worship services in the great tradition of the early Reformers. The structure of the liturgies,
language, and rhythm continue to communicate the gospel in word and sacrament today. They
provide a deep sense of Gods call to worship and an appreciation for the Reformers as, first
and foremost, men who wanted to help Gods people worship. This book will also be of great
interest to theological scholars and students who wish to understand early Reformation
leaders. A useful tool for individuals, Reformation Worship, can be used as a powerful
devotional to guide daily prayer and reflection. Christians learn to worship from the generations
of God's people who have worshipped before them. We sing psalms, because thousands of
years ago, God's people sang them. Five hundred years ago, the leaders of the Reformation
transformed Christian worship by encouraging the active participation and understanding of the
individual worshiper. Christian worship today is built on this foundation. Jonathan Gibson and
Mark Earngey have made worship resources from the Reformation era accessible by compiling
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the most comprehensive collection of liturgies from that era into newly translated modern
English from the original German, Dutch, French, Latin, and early English. By providing a
connection to Reformation worship, Gibson and Earngey hope that through their work readers
will experience what John Calvin described to be the purpose of all church worship: To what
end is the preaching of the Word, the sacraments, the holy congregations themselves, and
indeed the whole external government of the church, except th
What does it mean to worship God? Rediscover your true relationship with Him by returning to
the worship He desires.Worship represents the ultimate opportunity for Christians to
communicate with their Creator and pay Him homage. The true meaning of worship, however,
is often lost when churches concentrate so much on methods and style. Ron Owens points out
that that we must begin with the "who" of worship, not with the "how" of worship, since our view
of who God is directly impacts how we approach Him. In the rush to develop a form with which
we feel comfortable, have we lost sight of God's own plan for worship? Return to Worship
tackles that questions with a detailed look at what is essential to worship-and what isn't-based
on Scripture. It addresses important pressing questions related to worship like, "what does
Scripture say about worship, both individual and corporate?" "What are the ingredients God is
looking for when we worship?" Challenging widely held beliefs and practices, Owens reminds
Christians everywhere that the fundamental purpose for which they exist is to worship God.
And that out of worship issues everything else in life.
Refuting the notion that the doctrine of the Trinity may be indispensable for the creed but
remote from life and worship, James B. Torrance points us to the indispensable "who" of
worship--the triune God of grace. He demonstrates why trinitarian theology is the very essence
of Christian confession.
Wedding planning has spawned a major industry. The average cost of the occasion now
exceeds $25,000, and societal pressure to create the “perfect day” is so strong that even
Christian couples forget what God originally intended for the sacred marriage ceremony. While
paying attention to the good fun that follows that special proposal (the dress, the flowers, the
cake, the gatherings, etc.), A Christ-Centered Wedding first serves as a guide to believers who
want their wedding to portray the relationship of Christ with the church and to reflect the gospel
to all in attendance. From the start, this thoughtful book looks to the Creator of weddings for
guidance in planning by emphasizing the sacrificial love of the Savior more than the modern
world’s idealistic view of romantic love. There are chapters filled with practical information
about everything from pre-marital counseling and choosing a wedding location to other
resources like a planning checklist and timeline, music suggestions, guidance on potential
issues of conflict, a listing of traditional financial responsibilities, sample vows, and other great
ideas from couples who have successfully put together a Christ-centered wedding.
Mission is not the ultimate goal of the church. Worship is. Missions exist because worship
doesn't. Worship is ultimate.' John Piper's contemporary classic draws on key biblical texts to
demonstrate that worship is the ultimate goal of the church and that proper worship fuels
missionary outreach. Piper offers a biblical defence of God's supremacy in all things, providing
a sound theological foundation for missions. He examines whether Jesus is the only way to
salvation and issues a passionate plea for God-centredness in the missionary enterprise,
seeking to define the scope of the task and the means for reaching 'all nations'. Let the Nations
Be Glad! is a trusted resource for missionaries, pastors, church leaders, youth workers,
seminary students, and all who want to connect their labours to God's global purposes. This
third edition has been revised and expanded throughout and includes new material on the
'prosperity gospel'.
With the many models of worship available, choosing a style to worship God can be a bit
overwhelming. Is it better to go with traditional or contemporary models? Christians may find
themselves asking how early believers worshiped and whether they can provide insight into
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how we should praise God today. Rooted in historical models and patristic church studies,
Ancient-Future Worship examines how early Christian worship models can be applied to the
postmodern church. Pastors and church leaders, as well as younger evangelical and emerging
church groups, will find this last book in the respected Ancient-Future series an invaluable
resource for authentic worship.
A hugely important work in which Noel Due traces the theology of worship from Genesis to
Revelation. He demonstrates its significance for the life and relationships of the people of God
who should seek to aspire to worship God with all their being.'.blended with sharp,
contemporary relevance.
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